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In the 1951 film People Will Talk, Dr Noah Praetorius, a physician played by Cary Grant, is followed everywhere by a large, silent man. The man is with him as he addresses an anatomy class, as he conducts the student orchestra, as he stands over a patient in the operating room. The man speaks only at rare moments, each crucial, coming to Noah’s aid as the voice of wisdom, of conscience, or of the past. When Noah is finally challenged by a university tribunal to defend his relationship with the odd man he calls “my friend,” the story comes out: the man is a convicted murderer, executed by hanging and sent 20 years earlier to Noah, a medical student who needed “a cadaver of my own.” The “cadaver” awakened as soon as Noah stuck a gloved finger in his mouth, and has never since left his side.

Early experiences in the anatomy laboratory underpin later practice in ways that are not easy to articulate. The knowledge gained there guides diagnosis, allows us to link phenomena that seem on the body’s surface to be unrelated, and gives us fluency in a discourse that lets us to describe what is happening to our patients. Visualizing the structures hidden beneath the skin allows us to identify conditions otherwise beyond our grasp. Although the overwhelming bulk of the knowledge we use to care for patients is learned outside the lab, and the centrality of the experience wanes even by the end of first year, what we learn in anatomy lab is somehow, quietly, always there.

In this issue of MSJAMA, literature professor John Bender recounts his season as an outsider in the lab and describes how the process serves as a ritual entry into the medical profession. Beyond the technical knowledge it affords, anatomy lab links us to the past and begins our socialization to future practice. We dissect knowing that we are making the same cuts and seeking the same structures as physicians centuries earlier. But today, we pride ourselves on taking more from the experience, on engaging with the gift that is the donation. Samantha Stewart and Rita Charon describe anatomy study as an initial confrontation with life and death that will follow us throughout our careers, and discuss a way these early lessons might be retrieved. S. Ryan Gregory and Thomas Cole describe the history of dissection across centuries, while Aaron Tward and Hugh Patterson account for the shift from grave robbing to cadaver donation in the United States. Finally, to launch our new creative writing section, Matthew Ehrlich evaluates his cadaver’s chief complaint.

The first body in our care has neither the needs nor the agency of a patient, and yet for many of us, it is the body we will envision as we examine the intact surface of each patient who comes to us. Whether it is our initiation into “the professional tribe of physicians” (Bender), “the scientific method” (Gregory and Cole), or “the use of affective responses” (Stewart and Charon), anatomy lab is as much a part of our education as what we know.

“People will talk,” Noah’s ally says to his accuser at the end, “is you’ve never had a cadaver of your own.”
As a professor of comparative literature and a specialist in 18th-century literature and art, I was a freak when in the fall of 1995 I joined 3 first-year medical students—and a 50-year-old woman dead of heart disease—on a team in the Stanford Medical School’s introductory anatomy course.

My purpose was not to lay the foundation for a career in medicine but to gain a richer understanding of early anatomical works and the old culture of dissection that I had been studying as part of a project on science, the novel, and the visual arts.

My research has explored the crossover between ways of visualizing the body in anatomical atlases and in pornography. Expensive books of both kinds were often shelved together in private libraries in the 18th century, the period when, according to today’s experts, modern pornography was invented. The kind of strict, linear perspective associated with painting from the Renaissance onward fused in this period with new analytic ways of making mechanical and scientific diagrams. This fusion produced both a modern level of precision in works of anatomy and new erotic effects arising from close-up looks at the body that seem to come from secret, hidden vantage points. In fact, for me, the most chilling experience in the dissection room was not cutting open the penis and testicles of the male cadaver at the next table, although friends asked about this and fellow males in the class worried about it. Rather—and perhaps not surprisingly for a historian of art and vision—my crisis came when one of my partners dove into the globe of an eye, extracting the iris, lens, and retina.

From the rise of modern anatomical studies in universities and academies in Italy of the 16th century to the era of increasingly rigorous professional education and certification during the 19th century, the spectacle of dissection was quite available to members of the public. They might be patrons, artists, or even ticket-buying curiosity seekers who had paid a high price, but they certainly were not aspiring physicians. The title page of Andreas Vesalius’ 1543 De Humani Corporis Fabrica shows a veritable mob straining to see the open female corpse in the foreground. Apart from its formal architecture, the scene is more like a booth at a fair than a contemporary laboratory where medical students learn anatomy. Much later, William Hunter, who published the first complete atlas of the pregnant uterus in 1774, gave demonstrations at the Royal Academy in London for painters, sculptors, and paying members of the public. This contrasts with today’s experience, in which physicians walk through society with the aura of privileged initiates to a mysterious and frightening priesthood.

Compulsory study in gross anatomy works to initiate the newly arrived into the professional tribe of physicians. Medical students experience this aura in part through the placement of the gross anatomy course as a threshold experience at the beginning of their curriculum. The daily encounter with the cadaver throws a veil of mystery around them for family members and friends. Like them, I quickly noticed that it only took a few minutes before friends asked whether we were cutting up corpses.

The anatomy theater lies at the mysterious heart of medicine in the public fantasy and the professional imagination. To open a human body is to enter the realm where life and death cohabit, and the didactic dissection of corpses traffics in death and disrepute. (The corpses for anatomical demonstrations used to be stolen from graveyards or cut down from gallows.) In the past, however, transgression of the taboo did not coincide with professional initiation as it does now. In contemporary medicine, anatomy works as a threshold experience for medical professionals because they alone violate the taboo as part of their training. The content of the knowledge depends on the violation of the taboo (access to the interior of the body and to death); its professional efficacy, on the transformation of the anatomy theatre into a delimited professional space.

What did I learn in my anatomy course? I saw that the Latin terms used to identify structures remain identical to those of the 18th century, a time when atlases on the pregnant uterus and the larger structures of the brain essentially completed the subject. But I also saw that the sense 18th-century anatomists had of educating not only physicians but sculptors, painters, and a literate scientific public has disappeared as the first-hand experience of anatomical dissection has become a guarded professional ritual, a marker of special knowledge. Modern professional medicine has deprived the larger public of first-hand visual experience of the body’s interior and its immense variability from person to person. In this sense medicine has become less tangible to patients. I count it a piece of great good fortune that my months of anatomical study allowed me to recover in a small way something of the 18th-century encounter with death and life.

From Theater to Laboratory

John Bender, PhD, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif
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The Changing Role of Dissection in Medical Education
S. Ryan Gregory, MA, and Thomas R. Cole, PhD, University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston

No other curricular component has figured as prominently as anatomy in modern medical education. While the most basic purpose for dissection (to learn structure and function) has not changed since its introduction into the curriculum centuries ago, the attitudes of medical educators toward dissection have evolved according to the particular societal and professional demands of their time.

During the Middle Ages, theologians and philosophers considered the material world (including the frail human frame) to be fleeting and unimportant compared to eternity, and the body was therefore not a focus of rigorous study. Anatomical dissection, in particular, was culturally construed as desecration and thus prohibited. In the 15th century, however, a small cadre of French and Italian university professors—inspired by the humanist rediscovery of the ancients—began to use cadavers to illustrate lectures from ancient Greek and Latin texts. In science and medicine, as in sculpture and painting, the Renaissance inaugurated a period of renewed interest in the human body and human potential in this world. Prior to the mid 16th century, however, anatomical dissection was not physically performed by professors or students of medicine. The professor lectured from a chair elevated above the cadaver while lowly barber-surgeons demonstrated various structures at the professor’s command. Students were completely passive—they engaged the dissected body only through their eyes and their ears, never with their hands.

Occasionally, exceptional students might inhabit the role of the barber-surgeon in demonstrating structures for the lecturer. One such student, Andreas Vesalius (1514–1564), became so enthusiastic about dissecting that he continued to dissect as a professor and insisted that his students do likewise. Vesalius’ most important book, De Humani Corporis Fabrica (On the Structure of the Human Body), drew on the most recent techniques in illustration and helped solidify his pedagogical innovation. Anatomy, through Vesalius and his successors, became the fulcrum of a major shift in medical education away from the study of ancient Greek and Latin texts and toward direct observation. For these Renaissance medical educators, the dissected cadaver became the definitive text and the students’ own observations became a source of authoritative knowledge about the human condition.

Although anatomy was not a static field for the following 350 years, the next major shift in thought about medical education occurred around the end of the 19th century, this time with its epicenter in the United States. In the early 1870s, leading US medical schools initiated reforms that brought medical faculty under the direct control of the university and formalized teaching relationships with major hospitals. These reforms, epitomized by the legendary Flexner Report in 1910, also included dramatic curricular reforms. Students were expected to enter medical school with a substantial background in the sciences and to apply the scientific method to their medical studies and clinical exercises. A major conceptual component of this application was the development of problem-solving skills, and innovative professors advocated for curricula that would teach students not only the retention of anatomical facts but also the ability to reason from structure to disease.

While the early 20th-century shift in medical education was not as essentially centered on anatomy as the Renaissance reforms, dissection still played a central role. It was seen as a place to begin schooling students in the “scientific” method of reasoning, from evidence to theory and back again. Educators feared that a student who could not reason would become a “shoemaker physician who drives into ruts and cannot get out of them.” This concern was a by-product of the dogmatism that plagued medical thought for much of the 19th century, as well as the desire of medical educators to distance themselves from the two dominant dogmas of “empiricism” and “rationalism.” Empiricists had insisted that theory had no relevance in medical practice—whatever treatment appeared to cure a particular patient had to be embraced, even if the mechanisms underlying the cure were completely unknown. At the opposite extreme of practice, rationalists maintained that the only effective treatments were those derived directly from systematic theories of diseases. The new breed of “scientific” medical educator sought to combine both direct observation and theory while avoiding the “ruts” of dogmatic thought.

One example of this new breed of educator was Franklin Mall, an anatomist at Johns Hopkins University, the flagship institution for progressive reform in medical education at the time. Professor Mall did not lecture to his students on how to dissect nor did he encourage the use of dissectors; instead he encouraged students to devise their own methods while he circulated around the room, answering questions as they arose. Although the teachers and students at Hopkins did not represent the situation at most medical schools of the time, this pairing of active learning and scientific reasoning with anatomical dissection was the ideal championed by educational reformers like Flexner.

Another result of these reforms and standardization movements was the desire to scrutinize the product of hospitals and health care for accuracy. Clinical pathology filled this need by allowing physicians to work backwards from the cadaver to determine whether diagnoses and treatments during life had accurately matched the patient’s illness as confirmed through postmortem examination. Given that autopsy (derived from the Greek “autopsia,” seeing for oneself) became the yardstick by which all diagnostic and therapeutic
efforts could be measured, it made more sense than ever to emphasize dissection as a critical part of a physician’s education.

As medical technology flourished over the following decades, however, the autopsy lost its centrality as the definitive measure of clinical accuracy. By the last quarter of the 20th century, sophisticated imaging techniques and molecular biological assays became more common than post-mortem examinations and drew concepts of disease into increasingly abstract models. In contrast to Renaissance thinking, the body was no longer the text but rather the object of machines and procedures that produced authoritative knowledge about the body. Disturbed by the tendency of technology to reduce patients to their diseases, educators sought to place “humanistic” values at the fore of medical education in the late 20th century. While objectification of patients certainly occurred without the aid of technology, the radical advances in medicine that occurred after World War II raised unprecedented questions about the appropriate limits of scientific medicine—indeed, the bioethics and medical humanities movements were born largely out of such concerns.

In response to such societal concerns that modern medical care could dehumanize patients, medical educators sought creative ways to emphasize humanistic values in the curriculum. The use of cadavers for teaching humanistic values is one example of this response and represents a “new” role for dissection in medical education. Thus, changes in the instructional approach to the anatomy lab have included trends toward emphasizing death and dying during the dissection experience and towards consideration of the patient-physician relationship. While the process of dissection still provides students the opportunity to utilize the human body as an authoritative text for mastering structural knowledge and to develop active learning skills, these new curricular changes attempt to emphasize and nurture humanistic attitudes and behaviors toward human bodies, dead or alive.

It would, however, be inaccurate to infer that anatomical dissection in medical schools has been reduced to a scientifically unimportant component of modern curricula that is retained only for its ability to occasion reflection on humanistic values. On the contrary, the remapping of many curricula into organ-based systems has facilitated the return of students to the anatomy lab at multiple points during the educational experience to study and explore different areas of the body. Furthermore, the development of sophisticated computerized learning aides has allowed for greater integration of clinical material such as radiographs, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging. Although these changes have effectively reduced the amount of time spent on dissection, many students and educators still believe that the physical procedure of dissection develops a spatial and tactile appreciation for the fabric of the human body that cannot be achieved by prossections or computerized learning aides alone.

The attitude toward dissection in medical education has shifted according to the prevailing social norms and professional demands of each time period considered here, but these changes are not necessarily signs of declining relevance. Today, anatomical dissection in American medical education combines the ideals of the profession in the new millennium: acquisition of scientific knowledge and skill balanced by the development of humanistic attitudes and behaviors.
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ARTIST BARBARA KERSTETTER FIRST CAME INTO CONTACT WITH medical students when she decided that spending time in an anatomy lab was an irreplaceable part of her education as a figurative artist. To bring the learning experience full circle, she decided to teach an art class to medical students. This simple idea has become a six-week drawing course taught both with live models and in the sculpture section at the Metropolitan Museum of Art as part of our medical school’s second-year requirement in the humanities. While the humanities are often used in the medical curriculum to inspire reflection and interpretation, a course in making art is rare.1 Both students and instructors have found that the activity of drawing is specifically relevant to the first year student’s experience in the anatomy lab.

To accurately convey the human form, one has to know it through and through. Beneath the surface lie bone, muscle, guts, and—as any first-year medical student can tell you—lobular yellow fat, webby fascia, stringy flesh that gives, cords of the nervous system that do not, intestines that look as if they live at the bottom of the sea, and a brain that could not survive anywhere but in the skull. In a drawing class, the medical students relinquish the tactile access of the anatomy lab, and as in a Renaissance anatomy theater, place their collective visual attention on a single body in the center of the room. They begin to use their knowledge of anatomical depth as they will in the clinical setting, faced with the intact surface and presence of a live human being.

To draw the body—after having dismembered it—trains the medical student in disciplined acts of seeing and creating “expressive form” that, in the words of Suzanne Langer, “expresses . . . human feeling . . . meaning everything that can be felt, from physical sensation . . . to the most complex emotions . . . of a conscious human life.”2 Kerstetter adds, “There is more to it than form and function; when drawing one must also capture the emotion of the model. How the model feels changes the entire pose and what poses the model will take.”

We are struck with the earnestness with which nonmedical people—Ms Kerstetter, the tourists who stop to watch medical students sketching in the museum, the models who are themselves art students and actors funding their own education—agree to the value of cultivating a physician’s ability to see what is beautiful and human. The urgency derives from each person’s desire to have a physician who will see what is beautiful and human in him or her, and the fear of having one who does not.

Anatomy lab can be the beginning of a physician’s training in how to isolate and restrict affect, or it can be the beginning of a training in the use of affective responses. The experience is a powerful engagement with life and death, raising fundamental questions about what it means to be made of flesh. If the study of anatomy implicitly challenges the medical student’s powers of coherence, imagination, and sensitivity, the creative study of the human form—drawing the living, supple, flabby, stooped, or taut bodies—can provide students with access to the full continuum from science to art and cultivate a capacity for empathy.3 While sitting quietly and drawing living bodies, medical students have the time and the distance from routine to hang onto a wave of responses that are in continuity with their experiences in the anatomy lab. They experience a quickening of their consciousness of body, of aesthetic, of culture, of compassion, of shame. It is this vast and murky sea of human experience that an artful physician navigates.

Anatomy lab need not be a hazing necessary for entrance into medical culture, nor a purely functional exercise for learning the streets of the human body. It is an introduction to a medicine that is both visual and intimate and hints to the nature of future practice. Few of us can articulate this lesson in those early months of first year. Indeed, the solemnity of the first day in anatomy lab is succeeded by the long commonplace afternoons and jocular late-night study sessions. And in the second year, sensory experiences and visceral responses are exchanged for dense texts and exacting lectures. Frank Netter’s careful drawings and our emotional reactions to what is to be learned—its very texture—begin to recede. Unless cultivated, the early quickening is lost, and we risk sacrificing our experiences of anatomy lab to the lore of what we suffered to become physicians.

We do not propose that adding an art class to the medical student’s curriculum is a salve for time spent in the anatomy lab, nor that the anatomy lab is a trauma from which we need to be healed. We believe, instead, that anatomy lab is the initiation to an art of medicine, but one that requires disciplined training in the creative acts of seeing begun in the gaze at that first body in our care.
Although there are reports of demonstrations of human dissection in America as far back as 1638, pressing demand for cadavers most likely began in 1745 with the first formal course in anatomy taught at the University of Pennsylvania. At that time, the only legally available cadavers were those of executed criminals, provided under laws such as the Massachusetts’ Body of Liberties. The remainder of the demand was most likely met by the grave robbing activities of the anatomy instructors and their students.

Interestingly, the few dissection laws that existed in the late 18th century were not aimed at meeting the educational needs of those in medical training. Rather, by preventing a formal burial, dissection was viewed as a form of supra-capital punishment. For example, to discourage dueling, a 1784 Massachusetts law dictated that a slain duelist would be either buried in a public place without a coffin with a stake driven through his body, or given to a surgeon for dissection. To this day the only federal law pertaining to cadaver supply was passed in 1790 and gave federal judges the right to add dissection to the sentence of death for murder,1,3

The early 19th century saw a proliferation of medical schools and a concurrent explosion in demand for cadavers. Grave robbing was rampant despite laws in some states forbidding the activity, and at least a dozen riots occurred between 1765 and 1852, the most famous of which was the New York Doctors’ Riot of 1788. A doctor working in the anatomy lab at the Hospital Society waved the arm of a cadaver at a boy looking in the window. The boy ran home and told his father who, upon visiting the grave of the boy’s recently deceased mother, found that it had been robbed. In the ensuing events, the laboratory was burned down and seven rioters killed, marking this as the bloodiest riot of its kind. In response, New York passed a 1789 law forbidding grave robbing and allowing the bodies of criminals to be used for dissection.4

Perhaps no incident, though, affected public opinion (and soon thereafter law) more than the infamous case of William Burke and William Hare of Edinburgh. Hare owned a lodging house where a lodger died in 1827, leaving a debt of £4. Hare and his friend Burke were paid £7,10 shillings for the body by a local laboratory, and were so impressed with the profit that they conspired to lure people to the lodging house, intoxicate them with alcohol, then suffocate them. Burke and Hare were caught and put on trial in 1829 after murdering 16 people. Hare turned King’s evidence in exchange for immunity, and Burke was hung, dissected, and put on public display for a throng of 30000. This episode inspired the Warburton Anatomy Act of 1832, which provided unclaimed bodies to anatomists, ultimately ending grave robbing in Britain.1,5 In response to the Burke and Hare case, Massachusetts passed the similar though less strongly worded Anatomy Act of 1831.

Several states received the incentive they needed to enact such laws in 1878 when US Senator John Scott Harrison (son of president W. H. Harrison and father of president Benjamin Harrison) died and was buried three days later in Ohio. Having received word that the body of William Devin, a friend of the family, had been stolen from its grave and transported to the Medical College of Ohio, Senator Harrison’s son and his nephew surveyed the college. Although they found no trace of Devin, as they were about to leave, they spotted the body of Senator Harrison being hoisted into the dissecting room! Soon thereafter anatomy laws were passed in Ohio and Indiana.1

Other states followed suit and by the beginning of the 20th century, cadavers were supplied almost exclusively from unclaimed bodies. This remained true until 1968 when the adoption of the Uniform Anatomy Gift Act (UAGA) by all 50 states replaced the patchwork of legislation and ensured the right of a donor to bequeath his or her own body to medical science and education.8 Subsequently, the proportion of cadavers from unclaimed sources dwindled, and in the modern day the vast majority of cadavers are supplied by donor bequest.7 This spirit of volunteerism reflects the drastic shift in public perception, from dissection as desecration, to bequeathal as a gift that enables the next generation of physicians to provide competent care.
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